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Abstract 
 

The goal of this project to create an Android application which will help tourists during their                

travel to Armenia. It provides them with necessary information about places they want to go. As the                 

most of the touristic attractions are in the regions where locals don’t speak English, it contains                

Armenian phrases which will help tourists to interact with people. The application is able to serve as a                  

guide and give tourists historical information about monuments and other famous attractions. It also              

shows the location of the monuments in the map. The application is able to get users location and                  

show attractions near to user. Was implemented login/register and logout functionalities with            

connection with the database. 
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Introduction 
 

As tourism is one of the main factors of development of Armenian economy, it is important to                 

have an application which will help tourists during their travel to Armenia. It should provide them                

with necessary information about places they want to go, places of hotels and restaurants, interesting               

events, weather information, etc. As the most of the touristic attractions are in the regions where locals                 

don’t speak English, it should also contain Armenian phrases which will help tourists to interact with                

people. The application should also be able to serve as a guide and give tourists historical information                 

about monuments and other famous attractions.  

The users of the application include people who are the active android smartphone or tablet                

users, who enjoy traveling and experiencing new things, but most commonly people who do not sure                

where to go in Armenia.  

    Let’s consider some similar mobile applications. 

Tourist Guide Information System using Google Map and GPS [1] 

This is a tourist guide mobile application which is using Google Map and GPS to find                

information about the places near the user location. The app is working for Yangon City. For finding                 

users location the application uses Trilateration method which is an equation for navigation. The              

program consists of three components: mobile device, server, and database. 

All the information is stored in the database. When the app starts it checks whether network                

and GPS are enabled. When the current location has defined the data about relevant location items is                 

downloaded. Then the user may input place to view details and app show information about that place.                 

All the calculation of the distance between the location items and the current location are done on the                  

server by the Haversine Theory. 

Pros of this app are that it has the server for database and SQLite database for offline mode.                  

Also, it works with Google Maps and includes pictures of the places included in the app. 

 

Interactive Mobile Based Tour Guide [2] 

The researchers of this project tried to create an interactive tour guide application. The main               

features of this application are: 

● it provides the user the possibility of doing a virtual tour 

● it has a voice-based information provider which will serve as a guide to tourists while they are                 

looking at the surroundings 

● it can locate the user 

● users can select a path on the map to their preferred destination 
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The system has two components the web server and the mobile application. The user interacts               

with the mobile application and the server provides the required information. 

The application has “Map view” and “Camera view”. The map view provides 3 options: path               

selection, Information provider, Virtual tour. The path selection function takes users input for start and               

end locations and returns all the existing paths for reaching the destination. The information provider               

function gives the user all the information about the selected place including the audio description. The                

virtual tour function gives the user the possibility of taking a virtual tour by providing a 360-degree                 

view of the location. 

The camera view uses Augmented Reality (AR) which is a technique for visualizing virtual               

information where the physical reality is part of the scene. For creating a location-based augmented               

reality application the system should use the mobile’s camera, compass, GPS and the Accelerometer. 

This application provides virtual information of the places and it works with web servers.               

The disadvantage of the project is for providing a 360-degree view of the location app should use a                  

huge amount of data stored in the database and it may influence application performance. 

From the above-mentioned examples, we decided to use several features. Our app will use              

Google Maps and will get user’s location with GPS. We also decided to use Google Firebase API as it                   

provides easy authentication process for users. It also provides analytics and error reports for              

developers. 
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Requirements 
 

User requirements 

The application has only one type of user.  

Users should be able to: 

● register/login into the system 

● search for Armenian places by inputting the name 

● view the tour objects categorized by popularity. 

● rate the tour objects 

● view places near to the user’s location 

● view Armenian popular phrases, their translation into the English and listen to the             

pronunciation of the phrases  

● view the specified location on the map 

 

System requirements 

Functional requirements 

If a user wants to register into the system a system will provide a registration form to him/her.                  

The data that user will input will be added to the database. If the user wants to login he/she will input                     

the username and password, the system will check if there is a matching entity in the database if there                   

is the user will login into the system. 

User Interface should provide a search field for searching a place where the user should input a                 

name of the place. The application will send the information to the database system which will find the                  

entity with matching name and will return it to the application which will represent the information in                 

the user interface. 

The user interface should contain a menu from which user can choose an option to view tour                 

objects by specific categories and then clicking the menu item should bring the user a new screen with                  

specified information. The menu items should provide following functionalities 

● If the user wants to see popular Armenian phrases and their translations into English. The               

application should open a new window containing phrases. 

● If the user wants to see the popular places in Armenia the system will search in the database for                   

the tour objects with highest grades. The list of results will be shown in the new screen. 

● If the user wants to view the places near him he/she will click on the corresponding menu item.                  

The application should open a new window which will contain places near the user. 

There should be a menu item for log out 
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The application must have a function of grading a place. 

 

Non-functional requirements 

● The database of tour objects must be up-to-date. New tour objects must be added occasionally.  

● The information of the database should quickly load into the application. This process             

shouldn't take much than 0.5 seconds. 

● Onclick functions of the buttons must do the required process in less than 0.5 seconds. 

● Source code should be readable.  

● The application should use a minimum possible amount of memory 

● The database attributes should be understandable for other programmers. 
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Program structure and techniques 
 

Program structure 

For representing the main structure of the program we will use flowcharts. A flowchart is a                 

graphic and schematic representation of the logic or steps in a program or system. It represents how a                  

program or activity moves through various processes or program routines. It uses symbols to represent               

the activities and uses arrows to represent the direction of activity through the processes. Flowcharts               

can define the behavior of a single program or a system (a combination of programs).[4] 

Main Module is a top-level flowchart(picture 1). The user starts from the ‘Start". If the user doesn't                  

have an account he/she starts the registration process. Otherwise, the user skips registration process              

and logs into the system. The login screen is provided to him/her. It should contain two text input                  

fields one for username, another for the password. After successfully login User Module is provided to                

him/her. Before user leaves, he/she can Logoff logoff is not required. The user can repeat this process                 

again. 

If the user closes the program without logging off after reopening application will remember the last                

used account.  

 

Picture 1 

 

 

In the Picture 2 User Module is represented. It is a sub-module of the Main Module. From the 

User Module, user can choose search functionality where he/she will input a name of a tour object. 

The program will connect to the database and provide user input. The database will search a tour 

object which name matches with the input and return it. The output will be shown to the user. 
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The user can choose Sort by tour object grade state where a list of places provided to the user 

which are sorted by their grades. 

If the user chooses near me option the application will show only tour objects which are                

located near to users current location. The list of objects will be downloaded from the database. 

 

Picture 2 

 

 

In the "Get Phrases" state the list of phrases in Armenian and English will be provided to the                  

user. Also, the pronunciation of the phrases will be provided. 

From the "Output tour objects", "Sort by tour object grade" and "Sort tourist objects near to user"                  

states where list of places is provided to the user by clicking on the item of the list user will go to the                       

"Show tour objects detail screen", In this state detailed information of the selected place in Armenia                

will be represented. Detailed information will include the name, the grade and the picture of the place                 

and information about the place. There should be a button for the map. If the user clicks that button                   

application will go into open map state where a map will be shown to the user and the location of the                     

place. 

 

Techniques used for the program implementation 

Real-Time Databases  

For this project, we have decided to use a real-time database which is popular for mobile                

development. Let's consider advantages and disadvantages of two of such databases which are Google              

firebase API and Mongo DB. These two databases return JSON objects. 

Google Firebase API.  
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Advantages of this database system are  

● easy authentication process where firebase gives access to the application only to authorized             

users. The login can be done by Gmail, Twitter, Facebook, etc.  

● Analytics: The application developer can get information about who are active users or what              

feature of your application is used most. 

● Firebase is a cloud-based database. Even if the connection is lost data is maintained 

● Crash reporting: Firebase creates error reports and groups them by their severity. 

Disadvantages of this database are  

● Firebase is free with the limitation of 100Mb memory. For using memory higher than 100Mb               

should be paid. 

● It supports offline operation but if a client goes offline and then comes online it may lead to                  

inconsistencies. 

● It uses queues operations between servers and prevents concurrency 

Advantages and disadvantages of Mongo DB are 

Advantages 

● Mongo DB can consolidate any sort of information. 

● It can analyze data and provide you with results in real time. 

● Mongo DB is free and can run on Linux. 

Disadvantages 

● It doesn’t support joins. 

● The data size created with Mongo DB is usually large [3]. 

Google Firebase API and Mongo DB have their advantages and disadvantages but for this              

project, we have decided to use Firebase due to the advantages mentioned above. It stores data as a                  

JSON object and gives it to the program. In the Firebase, two kinds of objects are created. One for                   

storing user information, another for storing data about places in Armenia. User object will contain               

username and password fields. Objects about places will contain several fields: name of the place,               

grade of the place, description, and location of the place which consists of two components latitude                

and longitude. 

 

Android techniques 

In Android development, view components are used for showing information on the screen.             

Activities and fragments are used for creating this application. Activity [6] is the main screen for any                 

android project and it has its own lifecycle. The structure of the screen we created for the project is                   

entered into the onCreate() method where activity is created. There are three activities in the project                
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for the login screen, for the main screen and the last one for showing a map. Fragments are used for                    

creating flexible UI [7] for the Main screen and the Map screen. Fragments represent part of the user                  

interface [8]. More than one fragment can be visible in a single screen. In the main activity, fragments                  

are used to show a list of places to the user. If part of UI (user interface) is changed and the different                      

one should be shown on the screen only the fragment is replaced by another fragment but the activity                  

stays unchanged. A menu is attached to the main activity as it provides main functionality and should                 

be on the screen when other components of the screen are changed. All the UI components which                 

should be changed occasionally are attached to the fragments. 
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Implemented application and testing 
 

Testing 

For testing the application Huawei Honor 4c with Android 5.1.1 platform and Android phone              

emulator was used for running the program. 20 attractions in Armenia are entered to the Firebase                

database as a dummy data to test program functionality. Each tour object in the database has five                 

values with corresponding keys (Picture 3) which are description, name, grade, and location (latitude              

and longitude) of the tour object. 

Picture 3 
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Implemented Application 

When the program starts, a login screen is provided with two buttons one for logging in with                 

created account another for using a google account. In the registration, screen user enters an email,                

password and a name. 

After registration, a new screen appears on the phone. It is the main activity where the main menu is                    

attached. Other parts (for example list of tour objects, phrases, etc.) are in the fragments which are                 

attached and replaced by the main activity. 

In order to open main menu user can click on the home button or swipe a finger from right to                    

left. 

The main menu contains 5 item (picture 4) Search, Popular, Near me, Phrases and Log out.  

 

Picture 4 

 

When the user clicks on one of the Search, Popular, Near me, Phrases items corresponding               

fragment is attached to the main activity. Search fragment (Picture 5 a)) contains a field where the user                  

can input attraction name and a tour object with that name will be returned to the screen. In the Phrases                    

fragment, a list of popular phrases is presented to the user (Picture 5 b)). Every Armenian phrase                 

contains a translation into the English. 
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Picture 5 

a)       b) 

 

In Picture 6 Near me and Popular screens are represented. Near me and Popular fragments               

contain a list of tour objects (name and the grade of the attractions in Armenia). In the Popular screen                   

list of the places are sorted by their grades. In the Near me screen is presented places that are not far                     

than approximately 1.3 km from the user's current location. 

Picture 6 

a)    b) 
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When the user clicks on the one attraction from the provided list a new scrollable activity starts                 

(Picture 7). It contains the name of the attraction, its grade, picture, detailed information and the Map                 

button. When the user clicks on the map button a map appears on the screen where the location of the                    

attraction is shown (Picture 7 b)). 

 

Picture 7 

a) 

 

b) 
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Conclusion 
 

As tourism is one of the main factors of development of Armenian economy, it is important to                 

have an application which will help tourists during their travel to Armenia which is the goal of this                  

project. It provides them with necessary information about places they want to go. As the most of the                  

touristic attractions are in the regions where locals don't speak English, it contains Armenian phrases               

which will help tourists to interact with people. The android application is able to serve as a guide and                   

give tourists historical information about monuments and other famous attractions. It also shows the              

location of the monuments in the map. The application is able to get users location and show                 

attractions near to user. Was implemented login/register and logout functionalities with connection            

with the database. 

 

Future works 

In the future, it is going to be added functionality for users to upload objects about places in                  

Armenia by filling required fields (attraction name, description, etc.). Uploaded objects will be added              

to the database but will be marked as unread in order to differentiate from the existing ones. The                  

administrator will check if the input is valid. If it is valid the unread mark will be removed otherwise                   

that object itself will be deleted from the database. 

Grading functionality for the user will be implemented in the future. 

Another task is to show users location on the map and draw a path from user to the specified                   

location. 
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